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Abstract: GXL (Graph eXchange Language) is an XML-based standard exchange language for sharing graph data between tools. GXL can be customized to exchange application specific types of graphs. This is done by exchanging both, the instance graph, representing the data itself, and the schema, representing the graph structure.

Business Process Models are usually depicted in a graph-like form. So, GXL is also a proper means to exchange those data. This paper shows, how to customize GXL in order to exchange business process models depicted as Event-driven Process Chains or Workflow-Nets as examples for the control flow part of business process models. Each level of modeling is exemplarily demonstrated from the meta schemas down to instances of graphs.

1 Introduction

Graphs are widely used for representing and analysing structured data in various areas. They combine visual descriptiveness and clearness with mathematical foundation leading to efficient data-structures and algorithms. Thus, a great variety of tools relies on various kinds of graph based structures. Offering a generally applicable means for exchanging graph based structures provides a broad basis for data-exchange.

A general and widely accepted interchange format for graphs has to fulfill various demands (cf. [Mü98], [KGW98]).

Adaptability: Different problems solved by graph-based tools require different problem-related graph models. Graph-based tools might base e.g. on trees, directed or undirected graphs, node and edge attributed graphs, node and edge typed graphs, hypergraphs, or hierarchical graphs, or combinations of these. A standard graph exchange language would need to be flexible enough to be an intermediary for these and other graph models.

Exchanging graphs requires to agree on the kind of graphs to be interchanged. An exchange language has to offer means to define and customize graph structure to certain problem domains by defining e.g. node- and edge types, incidence relations between node- and edge types, and multiplicity constraints.

Processability: exchanged data has to be processed, efficiently. The efficiency of exchange formats refers to the exchange process rather than the efficient usage of that data in
certain applications [Bl04]. Thus, graph documents have to be generated from stored data, easily, have to be transferred between interoperating tools, rapidly, and have to be imported into current applications, easily. Furthermore, a general graph exchange language should come along with a set of tools supporting its usage.

**Distribution:** standard exchange formats are only useful, if they are supported by a large number of tools. A graph exchange language will be successful, if it is supported by various components e. g. for generating graphs, for analyzing graphs and applying graph algorithms and graph transformations, and for visualizing graphs.

The **GXL Graph eXchange language** [HWS00], [Wi02] was developed to offer such a standard interchange format for graphs complying these demands:

**Adaptability:** GXL represents *TGraphs*, i.e. (node and edge) typed, (node and edge) attributed, ordered, and directed Graphs [EWD+96] which are extended to represent *hierarchical graphs* [Bu01] and *hypergraphs* [Be76]. Typed, attributed, ordered, and directed, hierarchical graphs and hypergraphs form a general graph model which covers most of usually used graph structures. Thus, GXL is able to exchange graphs following a wide range of graph models.

GXL supports both, exchanging graphs (instance graph) and graph structure (graph schema). Class diagrams are a proper way to define graph structures. Since these information can easily be mapped to graphs [Wi02], GXL exchanges instance and schema information by using the same mechanisms.

**Processability:** GXL is defined as an XML language [W3C00]. Graphs and schemas are exchanged by XML streams following the GXL document type definition [Wi02] or the GXL XML Schema specification [GXLa]. GXL was defined plain and simple. So, the GXL DTD only requires 18 XML-elements to support a most general and powerful graph model.

Like all XML languages, GXL gains profit from a large number of already existing XML-based tools. GXL base functionality can be implemented easily using XML standard tools like Xerces parser for reading or Xalan for manipulating GXL documents [Apache]. Furthermore, special GXL tools exist, e. g. for validating GXL documents [Ka03]. The efficiency of representing and processing GXL data is (only) restricted by the efficiency of XML.

**Distribution:** GXL was ratified as standard exchange format in software reengineering at the Dagstuhl Seminar on *Interoperability of Reengineering Tools* in January 2001 [EKM01]. GXL also defines the foundation of the GTXL exchange language for Graph transformation system [Ta01] [GTXL]. During the last years various groups in reengineering, graph transformation, graph drawing, and other areas of software engineering have added GXL support in their tools. A still growing list of currently more than 40 tools supporting GXL can be found at [GXLb].

Summarizing, GXL can be viewed as an adaptable, easily processable, and widely distributed standard exchange language for graphs.

GXL originally intended to become a commonly accepted exchange language for information on software systems providing interoperability of various reengineering tools. Since GXL was developed as a general graph exchange language, its use was extended to many areas that deal with graph-structured data.
This paper demonstrates the use of GXL as a language to exchange Business Process Models. Within such models, the work performed within businesses is described and put into a structure. Additionally, the binding of resources like humans or machines to specific activities is expressed. Business processes are usually depicted using graphical languages. In this paper we focus on languages modeling dynamic aspects of business processes. These languages include Event-driven Process Chains [Sc94b] and Petri-Net based approaches like Workflow-Nets [Aal96]. For exchanging process models among different modeling environments and Workflow Management Systems, formal exchange languages are required.

Since Event-driven Process Chains and Petri-Net diagrams provide structural information, they are typically viewed as graphs. Thus, GXL as a graph exchange language is a proper means for exchanging such models. The remainder of this paper introduces the foundation of GXL (cf. section 2) and shows how GXL is customized to exchange Event-driven Process Chains (cf. section 3.1) and Workflow-Nets (cf. section 3.2). We finish our paper with some concluding remarks.

2 GXL Graph eXchange Language

GXL is an XML based configurable exchange format for graphs. It can be adapted to a broad variety of different types of graphs and hypergraphs. The adaptability of GXL is based on metaschemas specifying the required graph structure.

Thus, GXL representations of graphs typically consist of two parts: in a first part, the actual graph is specified, in a second (optional) part the graph structure is defined in a graph schema. Section 2.1 explains, how graph data is represented in GXL streams. The definition and exchange of graph schemas as special GXL graphs, is presented in section 2.2. GXL exchanges graphs and schemas using the same type of XML documents.

2.1 Exchanging Graphs with GXL

GXL supports the exchange of directed or undirected graphs consisting of typed, attributed, and ordered nodes, edges and hyperedges, incidences, and hierarchical subgraphs. As a simple example, Figure 1 depicts a fragment of a London map used in the Scotland-Yard game [ScY]. The map shows some sights and connection points for changing public transport by taxi, bus, or subway (tube). A graph representation of that map is done by an undirected, node- and edge typed, node attributed graph depicted as UML object diagram. The graph consists of two different kinds of nodes. Nodes of class Junction depict street-crossings, where public transport can be changed and sight-nodes emphasize sightseeing highlights like monuments or squares. Both, Junction- and Sight-nodes are identified by a number. Additionally, Sight-nodes carry the sights’ name. It is possible to navigate between crossings and sights by taxi, bus, or tube. These connections are modeled by taxi-, bus-, and tube-edges.

GXL provides constructs for representing and exchanging graphs such as the one in Figure 1. Here constructs are required to represent nodes, edges, incidences, node- and edge-classes, and node-attributes.
Figure 1: undirected typed, attributed graph

Figure 2 depicts the graph from Figure 1 as an XML document according to the GXL structure. The first two lines specify the used XML version and refer to the GXL document type definition (gxl-1.0.dtd). The GXL DTD can be found at [Wi02] and an XML-schema version is given at [GXLa].

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE gxl SYSTEM "gxl-1.0.dtd">
gx xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<graph id="londonmap" edgeid="true" edgenode="undirected">
  <type xlink:href="map.gxl#mapSchema"/>
  <node id="n130" xlink:href="map.gxl#Junction"><int>130</int></node>
  <node id="n139" xlink:href="map.gxl#Junction"><int>139</int></node>
  <node id="n140" xlink:href="map.gxl#Junction"><int>140</int></node>
  <edge xlink:href="map.gxl#taxi" from="n130" to="n139"></edge>
  <edge xlink:href="map.gxl#taxi" from="n139" to="n139"></edge>
  <edge xlink:href="map.gxl#taxi" from="n139" to="n134"></edge>
  <edge xlink:href="map.gxl#bus" from="n135" to="n140"></edge>
  <edge xlink:href="map.gxl#tube" from="n153" to="n140"></edge>
</graph>
</gxl>
```

Figure 2: GXL representation of Figure 1
The body of the document is enclosed in `<gxl>` elements. Line 3 includes the xlink-namespace, which is required for referring to external XML documents. Graphs are enclosed in `<graph>` elements. Line 4 introduces the graph as `londonmap`, specifies that edges must have identifiers, and that the graph has to be interpreted as an undirected graph. Nodes and edges are represented by `<node>` and `<edge>` elements. Both, nodes and edges can be located by their id-attribute. Incidences of edges are stored in from and to attributes within `<edge>` tags. These attributes refer to the id’s of the adjacent nodes. For undirected graphs, like the one in figure 1, the implicitly given edge-orientation by from and to-attributes has to be ignored. In the case of directed graphs, from and to refer to nodes representing origin and end of an edge.

`<node>` and `<edge>` elements may contain further attribute information, stored in `<attr>` elements. `<attr>` elements describe attribute names and values. Like OCL [WK98], GXL provides `<bool>`, `<int>`, `<float>`, and `<string>` attributes. Furthermore, enumeration values (`<enum>`) and URI-references (`<locator>`) to externally stored objects are supported. Attributes in GXL might also be structured. Here, GXL offers composite attributes like sequences (`<seq>`), sets (`<set>`), multi sets (`<bag>`), and tuples (`<tup>`).

Graphs and graph elements may refer to the according schema information, stored in `<type>` elements. Using xlink [W3C01] `<type>` elements refer to a GXL-document defining the schema (here `map.gxl`) and the appropriate node or edge class. An extract of the GXL stream for that schema is shown in Figure 5. The relation between GXL graphs and their according schema can be checked within the GXL framework using the GXL validator [Ka03].

In addition to the GXL features, described with Figure 2, GXL provides the exchange of hypergraphs and hierarchical graphs. More information on exchanging various kinds of graphs can be found at [Wi02].

### 2.2 Exchanging Graphclasses with GXL

Graphs like the one depicted in Figure 1 contain nodes representing crossings and sights. They are connected by three different kinds of edges representing taxi, bus and subway connections. Exchanging graphs like this, requires to know about that structure. A graph schema, defining the structure of graphs like the one in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. The graph schema is depicted as an UML class diagram [BRJ99], where classes define node classes and associations define edge classes.

![Figure 3: Graph schema](image)

The graph schema defines node class Junction and its specialization Sight for modeling crossings and sights. Nodes of class Junction are attributed with their number and addi-
tionally nodes of class Sight carry a name attribute. All nodes may be connected by edges of edge class taxi-, bus-, and tube.

Since class diagrams are structured information themselves, they can be represented as graphs as well. For exchanging graph schemas, GXL uses a predefined way to translate schemas into graphs. Graphs representing schema information follow the GXL Meta-schema [Wi02]. A graph representation of the schema in Figure 3 is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Graph schema represented as Graph

Node classes and edge classes are modeled by NodeClass-nodes and EdgeClass-nodes. Their name-attributes determine the node and edge classes’ names. For example, node class Junction is represented by the NodeClass node with OID Junction and edge class taxi is depicted by the EdgeClass node with OID taxi. from and to-edges connect EdgeClasses with the incident NodeClasses. Their attributes contain multiplicities (limits) and indicate if the incidence should be treated as ordered (isordered). Attribute information is modeled by AttributeClass nodes. They can be connected to both, node and edge classes by hasAttribute edges. hasDomain edges link to attribute domains (Int or String nodes). GXL provides generalization of node and edge classes by isA-edges; cf. edge e7 connecting Sight:NodeClass and Junction:NodeClass. isabstract=false marks concrete classes and isdirected=false labels undirected edge classes. The complete graph class is represented by a GraphClass node which collects its node and edge classes by contains edges.

Graph class mapSchema in Figure 4 contains node classes Junction and Sight and edge classes taxi, bus, and tube. GXL instances matching the Map schema refer to these nodes as schema references, e.g. node 154 in Figure 2 (line 10) refers to node Junction in the corresponding schema identifying n154 as a street crossing.
Like all GXL graphs, this graph can be stored as an XML-stream following the GXL definition. An extract of that GXL document is depicted in figure 5. Graphs, modeling schema information, are instances of the GXL-Metaschema whose GXL representation is stored at http://www.gupro.de/GXL/gxl-1.0.gxl. Thus, all schema references link to nodes of that file: e.g. NodeClass node Junction refers to the definition of its type in the GXL-Metaschema (line 10). Analogously, lines 14-18 show the definition of edge-Class taxi. taxi edges connect Junction nodes. These incidences are modeled by edges e3 and e4 (lines 26-33). Attribute structures are represented by AttributeClass and domain nodes. Figure 5 shows the attribute structure associated to node class Junction in lines 20-24 (Attribute and Domain) and in lines 35-39 (connections). Each GXL document, defining a graph schema, possesses at least one GraphClass node representing the
graph class. Lines 6-8 denote the GraphClass-node for the map graph class. It is connected
to all of its node- and edge classes (e. g. lines 41f).
Since the GXL Metaschema is a schema, it is represented by an GXL document referring to
the GXL Metaschema, namely itself. The GXL Metaschema, its representation as UML-
class diagram and as GXL document is documented at [GXLa].

2.3 Customizing GXL

The previous sections shortly introduced GXL for representing graph data and associated
graph schemas. Both, graph instances and graph schemas are exchanged by the same type
of XML documents following the GXL specification.
Using GXL for exchanging graph data in a particular application domain requires to con-
strain the form of graphs, i.e. limiting the types of nodes and edges. GXL is customized
by defining graph schemas. These schemas determine
- which node, edge, and hyperedge classes (types) can be used,
- which relations can exist between nodes, edges, and hyperedges of given classes,
- which attributes can be associated with nodes, edges, and hyperedges,
- which graph hierarchies are supported, and
- which additional constraints (such as ordering of incidences, degree restrictions)
have to be imposed.
These constraints specialize the graph structure to represent the domain of interest. It is
useful to standardize graph structures for particular domains by GXL Reference Schemas.
Currently, those GXL reference schemas are defined for various reverse engineering do-
 mains e. g. [LTP04] defines a GXL reference schema for language independent representation
of source code data and [FSH+01, FB02] deal with the definition of a GXL reference
schema for C++-abstract syntax trees.
Tailoring GXL for exchanging Business Process Models requires to specify GXL Schemas
for Business Process Models. Depending on the used modeling approach and notation,
these schemas define the relevant modeling concepts and their associations. The following
section introduces candidates for those GXL schemas for customizing GXL to exchange
Event-driven Process Chains and Workflow-Nets as a variant of Petri-Nets.

3 Exchanging Business Process Models

Business process models must provide the following views on organizations: control flow,
information, and organizational structure [Sc94b],[JBS97, p 98ff]. In this paper we focus
on the control flow part, which is modeled either in Event-driven Process Chains or in
Petri-Nets. All other aspects of business process models can be treated analogously.
Several notations have been introduced which all profit from the ability of Petri-Nets to
represent both the actual process as well as business resources like humans or information.
A brought overview over published approaches to modeling business processes with Petri-
Nets is given by Janssens, Verelst and Weyn in [JWV00]. Beside the descriptive nature of
models and the ability to verify the models with standard Petri net analysing techniques
or against special process specifications [Si02b, Si02a], their automatic execution within a
Workflow Management System [WfM96] is one of their aims.
Both the variety of description languages as well as the necessity to execute the models in Workflow Management Systems require formal languages that can be used to exchange models among different platforms. In the following we demonstrate how to use GXL as such a language.

To illustrate our approach, we have have chosen Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) introduced by Scheer [Sc94b] and Workflow-Nets (WF-Nets) introduced by van der Aalst [Aal96, AH02] as exemplary Petri-Net-based notations for business process modeling. We are defining a meta schema for each of these notations and demonstrate the instantiation of these models by examples.

### 3.1 Exchanging Event-driven Process Chains with GXL

Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) [KNS92] are one central concept within the ARIS business process framework [Sc00] basing on stochastic networks and Petri-Nets. Events (depicted by hexagons) and functions (depicted by ovals) are the basic elements of EPCs which are connected by a flow relation and additional connectives used to span complex process structures. Figure 6 shows the basic elements of EPCs as defined in [Sc94a].

![EPC Diagram](image)

**Figure 6: Event relationships in EPC from [Sc94a]**

EPCs support branching and merging control flows. Logical operators (\(\land\), \(\lor\), \(\lor\)) depicted in circles, indicate how incoming events are combined to enable function execution, how control flow is shared between concurrent functions, and how different functions result in an event. Furthermore, EPCs provide sequences of control flow operators. In general, control flows in EPCs span bipartite (hyper-)graphs, where functions follow on events and events follow on functions.

Syntax and semantics of EPCs is explained somehow vague. Various approaches exist to resolve this uncertainty by specifying the concrete syntax (e.g. [St99]) and semantics (e.g. [NR02], [ADK02]) of EPC. In the following, we will not address that problem, we only specify the EPC-syntax as far as it is required to explain the idea of using GXL for exchanging EPC-based process models and assume an intuitive EPC semantics.
3.1.1 Metaschema for Event-driven Process Chains

Adapting GXL to exchange EPCs requires the specification of a *GXL schema for Event-driven Process Chains*. This schema has to cover all modeling concepts and their associations used in EPC. In [Sc00] all modeling techniques used within the ARIS business process framework are introduced along their metaschemas. The EPC meta schema in [Sc00, p 128] was designed to roughly describe modeling techniques and their relationships to other modeling techniques. Although this model is sound within the ARIS business process framework, it is not appropriate for GXL exchange and has to be adapted. Especially, it does not cover different kinds of control flows between events and functions.

A useful meta schema for defining the exchange of EPC models has to specify the complete syntax of EPC. It has to cover concepts for modeling *events, functions* and the various *control flows*. Figure 7 shows the class diagram part of a GXL schema for EPC. To explain the idea of exchanging business process models with GXL, this schema is restricted to those EPC concepts described in this paper. A complete GXL schema for EPC should also contain concepts to exchange conditions, messages and hierarchies.

![Figure 7: GXL schema for Event-driven Process Chains](image)

Events and Functions are connected by Flows. `comesFrom` and `goesTo`-edges express the directed flow of control between Events, Functions and Flows. Flows are distinguished in `AtomicFlows` linking from one event to one function or vice versa, in `Branches` branching control flow to various events or functions, and in `Merges` joining control flow from various events or functions. Branches and Merges occur in their `And`, `Or`, and `XOr`-variants. Direct sequences of flows between merges and branches (cf. Figure 6) are modeled by `next`-edges.

Further constraints add syntactical restrictions to a metaschema. For instance, these constraints ensure, that functions and events alternate on the control flow, that branches have one incoming and many outgoing connections, and that merges have many incoming and only one outgoing connection. These constraints are not required to exchange graphs with GXL, but they are mandatory to decide if an EPC model conforms its syntax definition. Complete meta schemas for EPC with their class diagram and constraint part are given in [Wi00, 192]. These schemas also include hierarchies of EPC and the embedding of EPC in multi-perspective modeling environments.
A meta schema like the one in Figure 7 controls the exchange of EPC business process models via GXL. According the GXL meta schema the EPC schema is exchanged by an suitable GXL graph (cf. section 2.2).

### 3.1.2 Exemplary EPC in GXL

Exchanging an EPC with GXL is based on translating the EPC diagram into an GXL graph according the metaschema given in Figure 7. In the following, we will demonstrate this with an example EPC modeling a business process for processing customer orders [BH99, p. 62] in Figure 8.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8:** An exemplary EPC (from [BH99, p. 62])

Business process “process customer order” starts with a customers call. After defining the order, control flow branches into concurrent activities which perform various tests. Depending on their results, the customers order is either accepted or rejected. Figure 9 shows an extract of the GXL graph representing the EPC depicted in Figure 8. Events are modeled by Event and Functions by Function nodes: e.g. node `n1:Event` represents the event `customer calls` starting the business process and `n1:Function` depicts the first function, which defines the customer order (`define CO`).
Figure 9: Representation of the exemplary EPC of figure 8 as a UML instance diagram

On the contrary to the EPC diagram in Figure 8, where atomic flows of control are depicted as directed edges, the EPC meta schema demands modeling atomic flows by nodes. Analogously to merges and branches, AtomicFlow nodes connect associated events or functions by comesFrom and goesTo edges (cf. node cl:AtomicFlow).

Branching the flow of control into various concurrent activities is modeled by AndBranch nodes. For instance node c3:AndBranch links the (incoming) event CO defined with the (outgoing) concurrent functions by comesFrom and goesTo edges. Analogously, And-Merge and Or-Merge nodes collect control flows. E.g. node c9:AndMerge conjugates the events CO feasible and prod available and proceeds with function accept CO.

Figure 10 shows the GXL stream representing an extract of the graph in Figure 9. This GXL document refers to the GXL representation of the EPC meta schema (cf. Figure 7) in line 5. Events, Functions and Flows are stored by suitable <node> elements (lines 9-16) and their connections are modeled by <edge> elements. Lines 21-26 show the conjunction (node c9:AndMerge in line 16) of events CO feasible (node ne3:Event) and prod available (node ne9:Event) leading to the execution of function accept CO (node nf7:Function).
3.2 Exchanging Workflow-Nets with GXL

Petri-Nets [Pe62, Ba96] are a formally sound and well understood approach to describe and analyse concurrent and non-deterministic processes. Places represent system states or conditions and transitions model actions provoking the change of states. Usually places are depicted by circles and transitions by rectangles. Flows connect places and transitions. Like flows in EPC, they span a bipartite graph, where places proceed transitions and transitions proceed places. The base modeling constructs of those place-transition-nets is shown in Figure 11.

![Petri-Net modeling constructs](image)

Process modeling is supported by various different Petri-Net variants. To explain the exchange of business processes modeled by Petri-Nets we have chosen Workflow-Nets defined by van der Aalst [Aal96] as an example.
3.2.1 Metaschema for Workflow-Nets

Workflow-Nets are especially suited to describe and analyze workflows. Formally speaking (cf. [Aal00]), a Workflow-Net is a Petri-Net

- there exists one input (or source) place \( i \in P \) with \( \bullet i = \emptyset \), i.e. \( i \) is no postcondition of any transition,
- one output (or sink) place \( o \in P \) with \( \bullet o = \emptyset \), i.e. \( o \) is no precondition to any transition,
- every node \( x \in P \cup R \) is on a path from \( i \) to \( o \)

Additionally, transitions can be augmented by triggers (time and event) describing additional conditions for firing specific transitions. We will use this additional construct within our example and, therefore, take into account within our meta schema.

To enable exchanging Workflow-Nets with GXL, all modeling constructs have to be defined in a GXL metaschema. This metaschema can be viewed as an extension of the metaschema of simple Petri-Nets already presented in [Wi00] by a means to associate typed triggers to transitions. Figure 12 shows a GXL metaschema for Workflow-Nets.

![GXL metaschema for Workflow-Nets](image)

Figure 12: GXL meta schema for Workflow-Nets

Places and Transitions are connected by Flows. According to the definition of Workflow-Nets [Aal00], places are distinguished into InputPlaces, InternalPlaces, and OutputPlaces. Additional constraints ensure, that there exists only one InputPlace and only one OutputPlaces having no incoming or outgoing transitions. Transitions might be triggered by time (TimeTrigger) or by external events (EventTrigger). To show that GXL can deal with different meta-modeling styles, we used special subtypes of Flows to indicate if a flow links to a place (ToPlace) or to a transition (ToTransition). Corresponding places and transitions are connected by linksTo edges. A further constraint ensures that the resulting graph has to be connected.

Workflow-Nets can be exchanged with GXL, using the Workflow-Net metaschema from figure 12. The metaschema itself is exchanged by its suitable GXL graph (cf. section 2.2).
3.2.2 Exemplary Workflow-Net in GXL

Figure 13 shows an exemplary Workflow-Net taken from [Aal00]. The net describes the distribution and evaluation of questionnaires. Although this net is a simple Petri-Net except the extraordinary role of places i and o, two additional elements are added: a clock interpreted as a time trigger for transition \texttt{time out} and an envelope symbol representing an external trigger for transition \texttt{process questionnaire}. Their interpretation is as follows: transition \texttt{time out} fires immediately after a specified time is over, and transition \texttt{process questionnaire} fires immediately when an external event occurs and is recognized - in this example the arrival of an answered questionnaire.

![Workflow-Net Diagram]

Figure 13: A WF-net for the processing of complaints from [Aal00]

Figure 14 shows the translation of the Workflow-Net into a graph matching the Workflow-Net metaschema from Figure 12. Input- and output places are modeled by \texttt{InputPlace} and \texttt{OutputPlace} nodes c0 and c10. \texttt{InternalPlace} nodes represent all intermediate places, e.g. c1: \texttt{InternalPlace} describes a system state after registration. Transitions are modelled by Transition nodes, which also carry the transitions name: here the first transition is mapped to node t1. \texttt{Place} and Transition nodes are connected by ToTransition and ToPlace nodes. These nodes are associated by \texttt{linksTo} edges. Triggers controlling the invocation of transition \texttt{process questionnaire} and \texttt{time out} are modeled by \texttt{x1:TimeTrigger} and \texttt{x2:EventTrigger} nodes, respectively. They are connected to their Transitions by triggers edges.
Figure 14: Representation of the exemplary Workflow-Net of Figure 13 as UML instance diagram
Finally, the graph depicted in Figure 14 has to be transferred into a GXL stream. Figure 15 shows a snippet of that document referring to the Workflow-Net metaschema (cf. Figure 12) stored in as GXL document in metaPN.gxl. Places, transitions, and triggers are exchanged by suitable <node> elements (lines 6-19). <edge> elements, referring the definition of linksTo and triggers-edges in metaPN.gxl describe the interrelation between places, transitions, and triggers.

```xml
<graph id="examplePN" edgeids="true" edgemode="directed">
  <node id="c0" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#pnSchema"/>
  <attr name="name" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#inputPlace"/>
  ...
  <node id="c1" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#internalPlace"/>
  <attr name="name" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#inputPlace"/>
  ...
  <node id="t1" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#transition"/>
  <attr name="name" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#transition"/>
  ...
  <node id="f1" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#toTransition"/>
  ...
  <node id="f2" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#toPlace"/>
  ...
  <node id="x1" type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#timeTrigger"/>
  ...
  <edge id="e1" from="f1" to="c0"/>
  <type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#linksTo"/>
  <edge id="e2" from="f1" to="t1"/>
  <type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#linksTo"/>
  ...
  <edge id="e11" from="x1" to="t3"/>
  <type xlink:href="metaPN.gxl#triggers"/>
  ...
</graph>
</gxl>
```

Figure 15: GXL representation of the Workflow-Net graph in Figure 14 (extract)

4 Conclusion

GXL provides an adaptable, easy processable and widely distributed exchange format for graph-based data. Consequently, GXL is an eligible means to exchange models for all types of visual modeling languages. GXL follows a metamodel-based strategy to adapt GXL for exchanging particular models. Metaschemas for each modeling approach define graph structures, which carry appropriate models. In this paper we demonstrate how to tailor GXL to exchange business process models depicted as Event-driven Process Chains and Workflow-Nets. Analogously, GXL can be customized to exchange control flow aspects of business process models represented in further Petri-Net based notations or process modeling languages like UML activity diagrams or flow charts. Exchanging data on the information-view or the organizational-structure-view of business process follows the same mechanism by using suitable metaschemas for e.g. class diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams or organization charts. Integrated GXL schemas provide a coherent interchange format covering all views of business processes.

119
There exist further approaches for exchanging control flow aspects of business process models. EPML (Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) Markup Language) [EPML], [MN04] offers an XML-based interchange format for Event-driven Process Chains. An XML-based interchange language for various types of Petri-Nets is given by PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) [PNML] [BCH+03]. Both offer means to exchange business process models including layout information. Whereas these approaches provide sufficient support for exchanging only EPC or Petri-Nets, GXL is not restricted to one style of modeling languages.

A general interchange format is given by XMI (XML Meta Data Interchange) [OMG00]. This approach comes along with different document type definitions for different modeling approaches. Usually, these document definitions are rather complex and contain a vast number of (unnecessary) XML elements. Additionally, XMI requires different document types for schemas and instances. Depending on the intended usage, a schema has to be represented as an XML-instance of its schema or as a document type definition. GXL only requires one common and simple document type definition (using only 18 elements) for exchanging instance and schema data in the same way.

In contrast to EPML and PNML, GXL does not offer any support for exchanging layout information on graph-based data per se. Here, GXL follows a strong separation of content and layout. GXL provides means for exchanging content information. Layout information can be stored for instance with GraphML (Graph Markup Language) [BEH+01], [Gra01] or SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) [W3C03]. Thus, storing business process models with GXL-files enables independent calculation of layout with proper graph layout techniques. But, since GXL is generally adaptable by metaschemas, these metaschemas might also be defined to carry structures for exchanging layout information.

Summarizing, GXL offers a general means for exchanging graph-based data. The adaptability of GXL enables its usage to exchange business process models following different styles. Expanding GXL to a general base for exchanging business process models, requires to agree upon a set of widely accepted schemas for all commonly used business process models. These schemas might also found a base for defining transformations between different business process languages A catalog of candidates for those metaschemas for a large variety of modeling languages is given in [Wi00].
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